The right devices. In the right hands. For the right reasons.

Device Personas & Procurement
in the Modern Workplace
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Why Personas and
Procurement Matter
The Modern Workplace is a connected devicebased activity. Inherently collaborative, it’s a new,
modern, and flexible style of working culture. Built
on agility, it’s only enabled through a combination of
the latest technology and digital solutions to improve
collaboration and optimise team productivity.
Two key elements to this enablement is the symbiosis
between device personas and procurement. Why?

•

The one-size-fits-all approach to device selection
was not designed for the modern workplace.
Workers fall into different persona types based on
their roles, requiring different devices to work at
optimal productivity.

•

2020 highlighted disruption can occur at anytime
and agility in technology deployment is crucial to
business continuity.

•

Traditional, siloed, and exhaustive
procurement processes were not designed for
the modern workplace.

•

Zero touch device provisioning and deployment puts
technology in user’s hands quickly and efficiently,
regardless of where they’re located.

•

IT managers are increasingly being asked to do
more with less. Spending large amounts of time
handling device procurement, provisioning and
deployment detracts from their ability to drive
new business outcomes.
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Identifying Your Personas
With a host of different people in your organisation,
many performing different roles with different
demands from their technology, it’s critical to provide
them with the most suitable device and tools.
Identifying the best device for people within your
business greatly depends on the nature of their work. As
such, it’s incredibly helpful to categorise your staff into
persona types. How simple or complex you make the
process is up to you and will depend heavily on the nature
and size of your business. But, typically, you can place most
of your workers into several common personas.

Administrative Worker

•

Typically office based (or based in
one location)

•

Tasks are often less demanding in
terms of computing requirements

•

Tasks are often repetitive

Mobile Worker

•

Regularly works from multiple
locations (office, home, customer
environments, cafes)

•

Like administrative workers, tasks
are often less demanding

•

May have varying use cases
(presenting to customers, data
gathering) as well as administration
requirements

Front Line Worker
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•

May be based in warehouses,
receptions or remote facilities

•

May have to travel to multiple sites
to deliver a service

•

May have requirements for more
rugged or specialised devices

Matching the Right Device
to the Right Persona
When assessing what device is right for a specific
persona type it’s imperative to evaluate the
different work styles and requirements within
your organisation.
You can do this through leveraging questions like:

•

What is the allocated budget for the device purchase and set up?

•

What kind of support requirements does the device need to cater for? Are they
predominately in a remote location for example, which will dictate a different
approach to manage?

•

In what kind of environment/s will the worker be using the device? Do they
operate in harsh environments like construction sites for example, which call for
a more robust device as a minimum?

•

What systems and applications will the worker be accessing? Do they have high
bandwidth requirements that may require an ‘always on’ wireless connection that
isn’t tethered to phones or connected to business Wi-Fi?

•

Are there any regulatory requirements that must be considered?

•

What security requirements will the device need to accommodate? For example,
does the user deal with highly sensitive and secure data and occasionally might work
in public spaces where a privacy screen is required?

•

Does the worker require a highly capable and powerful device? For example, will
they be performing graphic or processor intensive work?

•

Would the worker benefit from having a 2-in-1 device? For example, does their
role involve different types of content creation/interaction activities where a
touchscreen and even stylus would be useful?

As mentioned, how simple or in-depth you go with this
assessment is entirely up to you and will greatly depend
on your business and requirements.
Stott Hoare understands that undertaking such an
assessment is time-consuming and many businesses
simply don’t have the necessary resources to do so.
Which is why Stott Hoare offer persona evaluation
services as part of our 5-phase approach to device
procurement.
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The Stott Hoare Difference
A better way to purchase your devices
Your PC and mobile devices are at the centre of your
Modern Workplace – through a 5-phase approach,
here’s how we help you make the right device choices
for your business.

Evaluation

Procurement and Logistics

We take the time to understand your user
requirements, help map out defined role types
and leverage vendor knowledge to identify the right
devices for you.

We provide a solutions catalogue that compliments
your business needs with competitive device pricing
that you can leverage your way with leasing and
finance options.

Persona Modelling
Through analysis and evaluation we develop
understanding and profile your users to match specific
devices to their unique roles.

Competitive Pricing
Take advantage of our vendor relationships and get the
best deals available on the right solutions.

Experience Centre
Try before you buy. Get hands-on with the latest
devices in the Microsoft Surface for Business range
and compare against one another for optimal choice.
Vendor Knowledge
With over 40 years’ experience, talk to our in-house
experts for friendly, objective advice.
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Hardware and Services Catalogue
More than just a box-dropper, we can help you build a
comprehensive solution around the device to meet
your unique needs.
Buy it your way
Whether you’re looking to purchase the device
outright, enter a Device-as-a-Service (DaaS)
arrangement, leverage monthly financing and other
CapEx options, or need help with TCO modelling,
we provide it all.

Successful Deployment

Support

With buffer stock hold in WA and resources for any
requirement, enjoy a modern end-to-end deployment
approach that includes pre-staging services for
immediate use straight out of the box.

Leave the device management and support to us
while you focus on what matters most to you,
servicing your customers and driving innovation.

Modern and Traditional Approaches
Whether you require Zero Touch or High Touch, we
can design the implementation approach to meet your
unique needs.
Pre-Staging Services
With a centrally located warehouse, we can
provide warehousing and buffer stock hold, asset
tagging, configuration, and eco-friendly delivery
service options.
Resources for Every Requirement
As a trusted partner that offers a complete range of
products and services to assist your business, whether
it’s consulting, solution design, deployment and
training or a combination of everything, we can help.

Service Desk
Rest assured that we’re by your side when it matters
most, 24/7. We currently support literally thousands
of PCs and notebooks across a range of corporate and
government customers.
Managed Services
Struggling to find the time to innovate? Inundated with
time-consuming device management tasks? Not to
worry, let us handle the mundane while you focus your
energies on what matters most, your customers and
driving innovation.
Enhanced Warranty
In many cases, our customers rely on us to enhance
the warranty service they receive from their vendor
partners and ensure that they save money and time
by focusing on their organizational needs rather than
hardware support.
Repairs and Maintenance
We offer a range of proactive and reactive
management and remedial tasks within a cost effective
and transparent pricing framework.
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End of Life
Best-practice device disposal can be challenging but is
critically important. We offer full asset recovery and
disposal as well buyback options so you can turn your
old equipment into capital.
Asset Recovery and Disposal
We make end of life services as painless as the
initial deployment.
Buyback Options
Turn your old equipment into capital you can use to
invest in new business-led initiatives.

If you would like assistance with identifying
your workers’ device personas or would like to
learn more about the Stott Hoare difference,

talk to our friendly team
of experts today.
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CONTACT US

The Right Devices with Stott Hoare
The modern workplace starts with Surface for Business
The Microsoft Surface family delivers everything you need to meet the varying personas in your
business, delivering your workers the freedom to work how they want from anywhere.

Surface Pro 7+ for Business

Surface Laptop 3

Microsoft’s classic, ultra-light 2-in-1 for business is
faster than ever and keeps your workers productive
with a new all-day battery.

Perfect for running multiple tasks and tabs
simultaneously, the sleek and portable Surface Laptop
3 is the perfect balance of style and speed.

Perfect for the Mobile or Front-Line Worker.

Perfect for the Mobile Worker.

Surface Laptop Go

Surface Go 2

The lightest Surface laptop, the Go can run all your
workers applications with ease while also delivering
pristine video calls with a built-in HD camera.

Simply put, it’s perfectly portable. As Microsoft’s
smallest and lightest 2-in-1 laptop, it possesses
the power and versatility for your workers to stay
productive from anywhere.

Perfect for the Administrative Worker.

Perfect for the Frontline or Mobile Worker.

To learn more about the Microsoft Surface family,

talk to our friendly team of
experts today.
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CONTACT US

Get hands on at our
Customer Experience
Centre
We believe that choosing the right technology should
be a tactile and consultative experience where the
needs of the end-user are at the heart of delivering
positive business and organisational outcomes.
There has never been a more crucial time to give your
business the competitive edge and your team the right
tools for success.  
To best assist with your decision, we have transformed
the IT procurement process by developing a unique
Experience Centre at our Osborne Park offices where
visitors can:

Meet our experts
For a consultative discussion about using
technology to better meet your needs
Get up close
To the latest technology in an exciting space
designed to replicate the real user environment
Get hands-on
Experience with software and meeting
room solutions
Get practical
Experience in the solutions you should
be evaluating

Visit our Experience Centre to broaden your
knowledge of Modern Workplace technology.

BOOK VISIT
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